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**SSO**
Single Sign On. This option allows for usage of 3rd party authentication services such as Windows Live, Google and custom providers. When hosting WorkPlace in the cloud or in a DMZ outside of the internal network this option can provide access to the local Active Directory via Active Directory Federation Services (AFDS). All SQL backend operations are performed using a shared user account. Under this option the user names are the email addresses of the user.

**SQL**
SQL Name and Password are used and passed directly through to the SQL Server. This requires the user to be setup on the SQL server as a physical user and the user must have access to all databases that WorkPlace requires access. It is recommended that the SQL password encryption option is enabled in WorkPlace when using this method. Since the users have access to the databases a user could use Excel or other connectable applications to access WorkPlace data if non-encrypted passwords are allowed.

**SQLSHARED**
SQL Name and Password for authentication only. All backend SQL operations are performed using a shared SQL user account. This method secures access to the physical database as the user account does not have access to any of the physical databases. This method is ideal in environments where other SQL applications are used and a shared SQL name and password are desired.

**NT**
The Active Directory user name that the user logged into Windows with (Integrated Authentication) or the Active Directory user that was entered on the Basic Authentication window (Non-Integrated Authentication) is simply passed through to the SQL Server. This method as well as the SQL option both have the same drawbacks in that the user could use an external application to get access to the SQL databases unless a firewall is enabled. This method also suffers from the Double-Hop syndrome whereas the SQL Server, Web Server and Client machines must all be enabled for delegation at the Active Directory level as standard Kerberos authentication does not allow the client browser to authenticate to the web server and then allow the web server to impersonate the credentials to the SQL server.
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**NTSHARED**
The Active Directory user name that the user logged into Windows with (Integrated Authentication) or the Active Directory user that was entered on the Basic Authentication window (Non-Integrated Authentication) is used to identify the user to WorkPlace. The SQL backend operations are all performed using a shared SQL account. This method is the preferred model in larger organizations as the user cannot access the databases via external applications and all password and account management is at the Active Directory level. This option also eliminates the double-hop issue with Active Directory.

**FORMS**
The Active Directory user name that the user logged into Windows with is used to authenticate against the WorkPlace Web Server using IIS Forms Authentication. Once authenticated against the web site, the user’s credentials are passed to the WorkPlace solution which will authenticate against the application level security. All SQL backend operations are all performed using a shared SQL account. This method is a preferred model in larger organizations as the user cannot access the databases via external applications and all password and account management is at the Active Directory level. This option also eliminates the double-hop issue with Active Directory.

**APP**
User accounts and passwords are managed by WorkPlace exclusively and all SQL backend operations are performed using a shared user account. Under this option the user names are the email addresses of the user. The key benefit with this method is that if users forget their passwords they can simply click a “forgot password” button on the logon page and reset their own passwords. This method is ideal for environments where account management at the SQL or NT level is not ideal or empowering the user to manage their own password cuts administrative overhead.